Kirkwood Intermediate was built
in 1960 on the site of the old
Ilam Farm. John Watts –Russell
purchased 500 acres of
Canterbury land whilst still living
in England. He arrived in
Lyttelton on the ‘Sir George
Seymour’ (one of the first four
ships) in 1850 and chose the land
in Ilam for his 500 acre farm.
Mr Watts-Russell built a large
cob house “Ilam Farm”. On a
later visit to England he
purchased 20,000 bricks and
other building materials and from Painting of the original homestead that hangs in the Kirkwood Intermediate library
these the larger “Ilam
Homestead” was constructed. Named after his birthplace, Ilam Hall in Staffordshire,
England, the house changed ownership several times before burning down in 1910. It was
rebuilt by Edgar Stead some time in the 1920s. Edgar Stead sold it to Canterbury College in
1950 and, for a while, it served as the residence for the college rector. Then, in 1954, Juliet
Hulme, daughter of the then rector, was involved in the infamous Parker-Hulme murder
case, on which Sir Peter Jackson based the film Heavenly Creatures 40 years later, with
many of the scenes being shot inside the homestead and around the gardens.
The boundaries of the original farm were Clyde Road, Riccarton Road, Waimairi Road and the
stream that runs past Medbury (Creyke Road). Mr Watts-Russell leased “Ilam Farm” to Mr
and Mrs John Carleton, who arrived in Canterbury on board the “Huntress” in the early
1850’s. In 1866 Mr and Mrs Watts-Russell returned to England to live, so “Ilam Farm” was
sold to Mr and Mrs Carleton.
The Carleton’s had 9 sons and 2 daughters. One of their daughters, Hannah Elizabeth, lived
at “Ilam Farm” all her life having been born in the “Homestead”. She later married Archibald
Kirkwood, who farmed the land
after Mr Carleton’s death in 1894.
Mrs Kirkwood was still living in a
cottage on Kirkwood Avenue when
our school was built. She attended
many events and assemblies as an
honoured guest She planted a
gingko tree in the school grounds.
Mrs Kirkwood died on the 4th of
October 1969—her 92nd birthday.

Ilam Homestead

Kahikatea is a Māori name meaning: ‘kahika’: ancestor, chief or leader, and ‘tea’: white, clear,
transparent. Captain Cook mistakenly called it “White Pine”. Kahikatea actually belongs to the
Conifer family,
The Kahikatea is New Zealand’s tallest forest tree. The tallest was said to have towered
beyond 60 metres in height. The Kahikatea prefers to grow in groups on New Zealand’s low
lying swampland. The roots of the trees intertwine together for stability, and therefore,
they grow very straight and very tall. In autumn the tree produces bright red berries that
birds love to feast on. The seeds are spread through the forest via birds’ droppings. There is
fossilized evidence that proves the Kahikatea has been around since the Jurassic period (160
to 180 million years ago). It is believed that flying dinosaurs, such as the Pterodactyl, ate the
berries and spread the seeds just as birds do now.
The Kahikatea once covered a large percentage of New Zealand’s swampy lowland forests.
Unfortunately the magnificent tree now occupies only small areas and is in need of protection.
When New Zealand was colonized the population of Kahikatea trees suffered, as the swampy
lowlands made perfect areas for farming. Huge numbers of trees were decimated to make way
for dairy and crop farms. The Kahikatea’s soft, pale, odourless
wood was also found to be perfect for food storage. From the
1880’s Kahikatea wood was used to store and transport butter and
cheese for export to Britain. The population of Kahikatea in New
Zealand has therefore declined drastically. In 2006 ‘Project
Kahikatea’ was established to ensure the protection of this
beautiful giant.
Five minutes walk from Kirkwood Intermediate, down Ngahere
Street, you will find Riccarton Bush. 400 Kahikatea trees, some
over 600 years old, grow in this protected forest. We are lucky to
have such a stunning place at our back doorstep. If you want to
have a lovely stroll in Christchurch, we recommend taking a walk
around Riccarton Bush and take in the sight of the towering
Kahikatea trees with their intertwining muddles of roots.

Early in Term two the Magazine Team had an exclusive interview with Mr Tappenden. We
asked him the hard questions:
What have been some of the highlights for you
so far this year? What goals do you have?
Mr Tappenden explained that the Year 7 camps
were a real success and it helped the Year 7’s get
to know each other better. The Year 8’s have
shown great leadership and have helped the year
7’s settle into Kirkwood Intermediate.
Bullying in New Zealand is a big topic and Mr
Tappenden said that the Anti-Bullying week was a
huge success and something to be mindful of
always.
Another accomplishment was the ‘Chocolate
Fundraiser’ which enabled us to purchase a range
new resources and furniture for each classroom.

In Term 2 we interviewed the Board of Trustees and asked them some burning questions.
Who is on our Board of
Trustees?
Victoria Sergel, Board Chair
John (Harry) Harris
Dean Heney
Peter Osborne
Richard Chambers
Amy Kennerley
Julie Anderson, Staff Rep.
Phil Tappenden, Principal
What does the BOT do?
The Board helps to work out
what the students should
learn and ensures the
teachers are doing their job correctly. They challenge the principal to challenge the staff to
keep improving. They need to make sure they’re asking the right questions and ensure they are
steering the school in the right direction. They meet at least once a month at school to make
big decisions, have discussions, share ideas and plan for the future.

Mr Tappenden loved meeting parents (new and old).
He also said that the staff have been outstanding.

What goals does the Board of Trustees have for 2018?
The Board devises an annual plan where their goals are recorded. The main focus at the moment
is to continue to raise student achievement in English, Mathematics and Reading.

Some of Mr Tappenden’s goals for the school are for the Panda Camp in China to be a success
and he hopes that other students will be able to get similar opportunities in the future. A
continuing aim is for everyone to being happy at school and making school a fun and positive
place to be!

What exciting things do you see happening in the future of Kirkwood?
They would like funding from the Ministry to improve our buildings. We have the Education
Review Office coming during the last week of Term 2 to get an outside view on how well the
school is going. It’s always good to get feedback on the things we are doing well and how we can
improve.

Why do you love Kirkwood? Why do you think it is the best school in New Zealand ?
Mr Tappenden replied that students choose to come to Kirkwood. You can tell because about
80% of students bus to and from school each day. There is also a great variety of students
from different cultures which makes the school unique and interesting because of the
diversity. As mentioned before, the staff are great to work with. Most of all students enjoy
coming to school.
What did you do before you came to Kirkwood Intermediate?
Mr Tappenden had worked at other schools before he decided to come to Kirkwood, which he
did in 1994, that’s 24 years ago! Mr Tappenden was the Deputy Principal until he got his much
wanted job of Principal in 2002.
We would like to thank Mr Tappenden for the great job he does as Principal at Kirkwood
Intermediate. We all think he is an inspiring leader and we appreciate his friendly and
welcoming nature. He is easy to talk to and we think he has made Kirkwood Intermediate a
great place to learn, have fun and grow.

What is the best thing about being on the Board of Trustees?
“We get to try hard to make a difference, more than just for our own kids. We get the chance
to work with the teachers and the staff. We get to think about the future.”
“Seeing the kids in the school growing, and seeing this awesome thing that has been created
grow as well.”
What is the most challenging thing about being on the Board?
“Not stepping into things that aren’t our responsibility, like if the school was a ship, we are
steering it in the right direction. But it’s not our job to talk to the captain and be like, ‘You’ve
got ____ doing this job. Shouldn’t they be doing this?’ We have to make sure we don’t get into
that.”
“There is a lot of stuff to take in all at the same time. A lot of stuff to turn into good common
sense to our policy. We have to listen to what the staff are saying, what the parents are saying
and many more people. We try to get student voice in there, to send to the Government to show
what they are saying. We have to come up with what’s best for the students here.”
A massive thank you to the members of the Board of Trustees for voluntarily putting the hours
and effort into the running of Kirkwood Intermediate. Most of us don’t realise the huge job
that they do. It is interesting to know what goes on behind the scenes after the bell has rung.

At the Kirkwood Intermediate Technology Centre, 1020 students
come every week from 9 different schools to participate in
Technology education. It is one of the favourite times of the week
for many because it is 'hands on'. Students have the opportunity
to participate in these Technological areas:
Foods (2 rooms)
Resistant materials:
wood, plastic and metal
Electronics
Soft Materials (2 rooms)
Design.
Kirkwood Intermediate is fortunate to have nine Technology
teachers who also take extension classes that interested students
can choose, such as: robotics, Māori carving, 3D printing, cooking
foods from our school garden to share, fashion design, EPro8 and
making the Kirkwood Magazine
The posters on the right show the 2018 Technology Programme >
Technology is human intervention by design. People invent new
products and systems to make their lives better. Sometimes there
is an opportunity to modify existing designs to improve
safety, comfort, how well they work, to be more fuel efficient or
healthier etc.
New Zealand has many famous inventors from food to fashion,
transport, clothing designers etc, who have developed amazing
products that are recognised around the world.
Why Make?
1.
The maker movement involves tinkerers, hobbyists,
engineers, artisans, DIYs, and MAKERS. to create, craft and
develop ideas and products.
2.
This may lead to real-world applications or new business
ventures so your knowledge and skills have future income
earning potential. If you want to be an independent guitar
maker or a builder of bee hives or make and sell jams, what is
stopping you?.
With an entrepreneurial spirit, you can follow your passions and
create your own jobs doing what you love.
Makers connect to the past, as well as change how we look at the
future. You have to try, learn, improve, risk failure and be
resilient to bounce back if things don’t work the first time. You
tube videos for do-it-yourselves have grown exponentially, to
get more people interested in being MAKERS.

In T1, Mr Erickson is the Hard Materials: Wood
teacher. In our first unit, Mr Erickson challenged us to
design and make a creative 3-dimensional artwork with a
past, present or future theme.
We needed to use our thinking skills and use the
resources in T1. Multiple tools were used in the making
process, including: scroll saws, drills and electric
sanders. The materials that were used included:
plywood, thinline, plastic and metal. We added colourful
and bright features by combining the materials to make
an impressive display.

T1 is an innovative place where we can build up our
practical skills using the extensive selection of
machinery, handheld tools and multiple hard materials.
Mr Ericson encourages us to use our thinking skills and
imagination. We love being able to use T1 to create
outcomes that we have designed ourselves .

Mr Blackett is the teacher in T7, the Design Technology
room. In the current “Past, Present and Future” unit we
are basing our outcome around transport throughout the
ages and into the future.
We are investigating air, space, land or water transport
and then designing and making a framed 3-dimensional
image using the following tools and materials: MDF, card,
timber, plastics, metal, tapes, coloured paper, pencils,
scroll saw, drills, glue, craft knives and more.
The design room is a great place to exercise our creativity
and our imaginations.

Every Tuesday students are given the opportunity to attend Extension Technology classes.
The classes include: fashion, robotics, 3D printing, the ‘EPro 8’ technology competition, and
school magazine. The classes are optional and students must firstly express their interest
in writing to show their commitment to learning new skills.

Robotics
In Robotics, Mr Ericson teaches students how to
make robots using ‘Lego Mindstorm’ kits and
programs. Students can use a variety of pieces
such as cogs, brackets, sockets, tubes, wheels
etc to make a moving robot. The robots are then
manipulated with a computer program. Sensors
that can read colour or detect objects can be
added to the robot depending on the task that is
set. Students are aiming to compete in the
annual Robocup and Robofest competitions where
they compete against other Christchurch schools
to complete a number of different challenges
using their robots and programming skills.

E-Pro 8 is a nationwide engineering and problem solving
challenge that takes place annually.
This year Mrs Anderson took two teams of four to
Linwood College to participate in the first round of the
competition. The teams were given a booklet of
challenges which vary in difficulty. Each group selected
which challenges they would attempt, the harder the
challenge—the more time consuming it was, but worth
more points. Each team was given a kit of tools,
electronics and equipment to use to complete the tasks.
They had 3 hours to accomplish as many challenges as
possible. Throughout the evening a live scoreboard
updated scores and rankings. Mr Anderson, who also
helped organise the students, said watching the
scoreboard was thrilling because drastic changes
happened as teams completed the more difficult
challenges. The most popular challenge of the night was
to create a fire-engine with flashing LED lights and
extendable ladder.

At Kirkwood Intermediate we are lucky to have students from all over the world. The
diversity of the student body allows everyone to celebrate different cultures and learn from
each other. We asked some of our international students what they like about Kirkwood
Intermediate and New Zealand
Daniel, Room 8, from South Korea
I especially enjoy Technology classes at Kirkwood and I
think this is a great school because of all the
opportunities available.
My favourite part about New Zealand is the beautiful
beaches
Hanbeen, Room 2, from South
Korea
I especially enjoy the academic
subjects because I learn new
things as well as learning a
new language.

The Kirkwood teams ended up tying for third place, so a
tie breaker had to occur. The Kirkwood teams had 2
minutes to build the highest tower using the equipment in
their kit. Cayden, Adarsh, Logan and Frank took it out
and proceeded to the next round.

My favourite food in New
Zealand is the sweet grapes.

Round two was held at Kirkwood Intermediate. The
challenges were all based around a rock band ie create a
drum machine, a sound system, a stage and rigging, a
system for crowd control. Our Kirkwood team was in
first place for most of the evening, it was very exciting.
However, towards the end of the 3 hours other schools
started to complete the harder challenges and crept past
the Kirkwood Team. The boys ended up in ninth place.
A big thank you to Mrs Anderson and Mr Anderson for
organising the teams. It was a great way for Kirkwood
students to utilise some of the skills they are mastering
in Technology classes.

Juhee, Room 11, from
South Korea

Alan, Room 10, from
Ireland
I enjoy learning about new
cultures and making new
friends from different
countries.

I like how there are many
different nationalities and
cultures in New Zealand.

I really enjoy playing
games during P.E and
creating amazing projects
in Technology.
I love how beautiful the
oceans are in New Zealand.

Behrad, Room 11, from Iran
I enjoy having fun on the playground with
my friends because in Iran they don’t
have many playgrounds.
I like that New Zealand has nice and
helpful people

VIHARA’S PICK:
“The Big Dark” by Rodman Philbrick
Award winning novelist Rodman Philbrick has written over 20 books
for young readers, selling over 3 million copies of his best seller
“Freaks the Mighty” all over the world. One of his many astonishing
books is “The Big Dark”. Just reading this title sometimes gives
readers the creeps and makes them want to jump straight into the
book.
What do you think would happen if electricity suddenly failed? In
this book every cell phone, computer, car engine, battery and
electrical circuit stops functioning. When the residents of New
Hampshire village gather to watch the Northern Lights celebration
they are expecting to see something spectacular. What happens
next will change their lives and challenge their very existence. One
man summons every bit of his courage. With his hometown spiraling
in chaos, he sets off on a heroic adventure. Stalked by animals,
confronted and confronted by armed soldiers, this is an epic story.
This book is amazing and centres around a major disaster which
could become reality. My favourite character was Charlie Cobb,
who, although he seems like a normal school boy, turns out to be a
hero.
HANNAH’S PICK
“Restless Spirit” by Te Wairua Whakariuka
The book ‘Restless Spirit’ is about a horse finding its place, is
what I guess you would say. I loved all of it, and would read it
again and again. ‘Restless Spirit’ it is fantastically written by
Susan Brooker. Personally I would give this book a 5/5 star
rating. I loved it. I recommend this to all those looking for an
adventure, but something that will make your heart jump.

Most books become predictable at the very end, but this writer
kept me guessing. Just turning the page changes the story to a
different side of the book which you wouldn’t have expected.

On Wednesday 14 March two teams from Kirkwood
Intermediate attended the annual Kids’ Lit Quiz
Canterbury regional heats. There were 63 teams
from Canterbury who participated, Kirkwood
entered two of these teams. Both teams from
Kirkwood represented our school extremely well.
The top score of the day was 76 and Kirkwood’s
team 1 scored 69.5, an excellent effort. There were
100 questions in 10 categories. The categories were:
accidents, animals, birds, books into movies, and
fish, to name a few. Both Kirkwood teams had the
highest score in two of the categories, fish and
death. This meant that all members from both
teams received a book voucher as their prize. One
pupil won an individual prize for answering a question
from the 2017 international competition.
This quiz rewards and recognises the importance of
reading. The Year 7 pupils will carry on reading
widely throughout the year in preparation for next
year's 2019 Kids’ Lit Competition.

In May, we were all challenged to deliver a speech to our class on the topic of ‘change’.
The top orators were selected to compete in the School Speech Finals. Each class had
one representative who had to perform their speech to an audience of their entire year
group. Some of the topics included: cricket, why we should have a 4 day school week,
aliens, students should be served haute cuisine at school every day. The participants
spoke extremely well considering the pressure of speaking in front of a hall full of their
peers. A huge congratulations to the year 7 winner, Emanuela (rm8) and to the year 8
champion, Emma (rm3) . From here Emma and Emanuela went on to compete in the
Rotary Speech Competitions.
The Rotary Speech Competitions were held at Kirkwood Intermediate later in term two.
Emma and Emanuela both presented very strong performances. We are very proud of
their efforts.
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Towards the end of term one, with the build up to ANZAC
Day, all classes took some time to study the impact that
war has had on New Zealand. We all learnt about the
Gallipoli campaign and the contribution New Zealanders
made to this particular part of World War One. Year 7
classes all visited the Christchurch Museum and took in
the exhibit devoted to ANZACs. It was alarming to find
out about the terrible conditions that our soldiers
endured and saddening to think about the 2779 New
Zealanders who lost their lives in Gallipoli alone.

On Monday 30 April we had the privilege of having retired
Brigadier, Tom Leighs come to speak to us at our ANZAC
assembly. He spoke to the pupils about what is was like to
be in the army and had some great stories to share about
what happened in the Gallipoli campaign.

On Room 5’s page Jakub has written a detailed overview
about Gallipoli, it is well worth a read.

You’re only half way.
Make sure you download Part 2 of the Magazine to read about classroom
activities and summer sports.

